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CALENDAR,

1940-1941

FALL QUARTER
SEPTEMBER20:
SEPTElIlDER21-25:
SEPTE~IDER23-25:
SEPTElIfRER25:
SEPTEMBER26:
OCTOBER30:
NOVEMBER21:
DECElIlBlm2-5:
DJWEMBER14:
DECEMBER16-19:
DECEMBER20:

Freshmen report
Freshman
week for orientation,
registration,
and
placement tests
Registration
for upperclassmen
(9 to 1 and 2: 30 to
5:30 each day except September 25--9 to 11:30)
Opening exercises for l40th session
Classes begin for all students
Honors Day
Thanksgiving
holiday
Prescheduling
for the Winter Quarter
Last day of Fall Quarter classes
Examinations
for the Fall Quarter
Christmas vacation begins
WINTER

JANUARY2:
JANUARY3:
JANUARY13:
FEBRUARY24-27:
MARCH11:
MARCH12-15:
MARCH 16-18:

SPRING
MARCIl 19:
MARCIl 20:
MAY 12:

MAY 12-30:
30:
MAY 30-JUNE 1:
JUNE 1:
JUNE 2-5:
MAY

QUARTER

Registration
for Winter Quarter
Classes begin
Last day for submission of subjects and outlines
theses by graduate students
Prescheduling
for the Spring Quarter
Last day or Winter Quarter classes
Examinations
for the Winter Quarter
Spring recess
QUARTER

Registration
Classes begin
Last day on which theses may be approved
Prescheduling
of classes for the 1941-42 session
Last day of classes
Commencement week-end
Commencement sermon and exercises
Examinations
for Spring Quarter
SUMMER QUARTER,

JUNE 11:
JUNE 12:
JULY 17-18:
JULY 19:
JULY 21:
AUGUST21-22:
AUGUST22:

1941

Registration
for First Term
Classes begin
Examinations
for First Term
Registration
for Second Term
Classes begin
Examinations
for Second Term
Commencement
exercises for Summer

Quarter

or
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STANDARDS 01<' THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATIOK
The Council on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar
of the American Bar Association requests that attention be
called to the following standards adopted by the Association;
1. The American Bar, Association is of the opinion that every candidate for admission to the bar should give evidence of graduation from
a law school complying with the fOlIowing standards:
a) It shalI require as a condition of admission
of study in a cOlIege, or its equivalent.

at least two years

b) It shalI require its students to pursue a course of three years'
duration if they devote substantially alI of their working time to their
studies, and a longer course, equivalent in the number of working
hours, if they devote only a part of their working time to their studies.

c) It shall provide an adequate library
students.

available for the use of' the

d) It shalI have among its teachers a sufficient number giving their
entire time to the school to ensure actual personal acquaintance and
influence with the whole student body.
e) It shalI not be operated as a commercial enterprise and the compensation of any officer or member of its teaching staff shalI not
depend on the number of. students or on the fees received.

2. The American
from a law school
bar, and that every
by public authority

Bar Association is of the opinion that graduation
should not confer the right of admission to the
candidate should be subjected to an examination
to determine his fitness.

3. The Council on Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar is
directed to publish from time to time the names of those law schools
which comply with the above standards and of those which do not,
and to make such publications available so far as possible to intending
law students.

The School of Law of The University of Georgia is approved
by the Council on Legal Education of the American Bar Association as fully complying with these standards.

[ 6]
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TH1~ SCHOOll OF LA\V
The School of Law of The University of Georgia was founded
in 1859 by three distinguished lawyers of Georgia--J oseph
Henry Lumpkin, William Hope Hull, and Thomas R. R. Cobb.
The Hon. Joseph Henry Lumpkin was the first Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court of Georgia. The School of Law is located at Athens, Georgia, a city which has all the advantages
of a modern urban center, but which nevertheless retains much
of the beauty and charm of the Old South. The University of
Georgia is the oldest chartered State University.
The Law School is a member of the Association of American
Law Schools, an organization of the leading law schools of the
country. The American Bar Association has approved the
quality of work which it is doing. The School has also been
approved by the Board of Regents of the State of New York
so that its graduates are eligible to take the bar examination
in that State, the same as in other States.
PURPOSES AND l\IETHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The courses of study offered in the Law School are designed
to give a thorough knowledge of the Anglo-American system
of common law and to familiarize the student with the statutory
laws with which he will be called upon to deal. Great emphasis is placed on teaching the student how to make a practical application of the legal principles which he learns. Work
is carried on in Practice Courts under conditions made as nearly as possible like those prevailing in the Courts of the State.
The School also undertakes to shape the interests and aims
of its students so as to make them respected and useful citizens
and to instill in them that high sense of personal honor and
regard for professional ethics which should characterize members of the legal profession.
The School operates under the case method of instruction
as the one best designed to enable the students to master the
common law and equity as working systems. This method has
been successfully used in the leading law schools of the country
[ 7 ]
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for many years. The student studies actual cases and from
these cases he deduces the principles of law involved. Concrete
instances are remembered more vividly than are general principles. This method of instruction is preferred to others, too,
because it tends to develop more readily in the student the
power to analyze a legal problem and to think in legal terms.
. Instruction is given in the drafting of legal instruments by
requiring the student to prepare, under the supervision of an
instructor, contracts, leases, deeds, wills, charters, and other
legal documents. The instruments as drafted are criticized
and suggestions made for their correction and improvement.
Practical instruction in the preparation and trial of cases
is given in a Practice Court. 'rhe work of this Court is carried on under the direction of a member of the Faculty, who
sometimes calls to his assistance other members of the Faculty,
judges, and practitioners. Here are taken up matters relating
to the preparation of pleadings, examination and cross-examination of witnesses, writing of briefs, presentation of arguments to the court and jury, taking of cases from lower courts
to appellate courts, and other related subjects of a practical
nature. For the work of this court there is a commodious and
handsomely furnished court room.
LAW CLUBS
The student body of the Law School is organized into four
clubs. These clubs are student organizations. Each club is
presided over by a Chief Justice who is a member of the senior
class. Cases are assigned to members of the first and second
year classes for argument. 'l'he arguments are conducted before some member of the senior class, or before some professor
or practicing attorney who may be invited by the club to sit
as judge. After a decision is rendered there is an open discussion of the legal principles involved in the case. 'l'hese discussions frequently give to a student insight into a legal problem
which he could not get so readily in any other way. There is
also a regular schedule of cases in which opposing attorneys
are members of different clubs. There has thus been developed
a spirit of friendly and wholesome rivalry among the several
clubs.
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LECTURES
In order that students may receive first-hand knowledge of
what is actually taking place in the courts and of the development in the various fields of the law, a number of distinguished
lawyers and judges are invited to come to the School from
year to year and deliver lectures on phases of the law in which
they may be particularly interested. For the 1940-1941 session ,six of the leading members of the bar have accepted invitations! to address the student body of the IJaw School. Their
names are set forth in another part of this bulletin. These men
have been moved to come to the Law School because of their
interest in legal education and are giving their services without compensation.
STUDENT MEMBERSHIP OF GEORGIA
BAR ASSOCIATION
In 1933 the Constitution and By-Laws of the Georgia Bar
Association were amended so as to render eligible for junior
membership any member of the junior or senior class of any
law school within this State which is on the approved list of
the American Bar Association. Students who are eligible for
membership are urged to avail themselves of this privilege and
to attend the meetings of the Bar Association. Student members of the Association are brought in contact with the leading
spirits of the bench and bar and are introduced to the problems
considered by lawyers in their professional organizations. There
is thus developed in the student a sense of professional consciousness.
BUILDING AND LIBRARY
The Law School of the University is now housed in one of
the most beautiful law buildings in the Southeast. It is complete in every detail. This building was made possible by the
generosity of the alumni and friends of the University. It
was completed in 1932 and named Harold Hirsch Hall in honor
of the late Mr. Harold Hirsch, of Atlanta, a brilliant lawyer
and a devoted alumnus of the University. On the ground floor
are the court room and smoking and lounging rooms for men.
On the main floor of the building are three large lecture rooms,
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administrative
offices, and private offices for professors.
On
the top floor is the Alexander C. King Library, named for the
late Judge Alexander C. King, who was an eminent lawyer,
Solicitor-General of the United States under President Wilson,
and later It judge of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit.
The Law School is greatly indebted to
the widow of Judge King, 1\1:rs.Alice 1\1:.King, who contributed
generously to the establishment of the Library in memory of
her distinguished husband.
The Library has a reading room
which will accommodate 125 students and a stack room with
a capacity of 45,000 volumes. There are also private reading
rooms for members of the J!'aculty and students.
The Library of the Law School contains approximately
17,500 volumes at the present time. It has the reports of all
cases decided by the Supreme Court of the United States and
other Federal Courts, the National Reporter System complete,
the Reports of most of the States prior to the National Reporter
System, the English Reports complete, and many of the
Canadian Reports.
It also has American Decisions, American
Reports, American State Reports, Lawyers' Reports Annotated
(both series), American Law Reports, American and English
Annotated Cases, British Ruling Cases, the American Digest
System, the English Digests, Cyc., Corpus Juris, Corpus Juris
Secundum, Ruling Case Law, American Jurisprudence, various
compilations of the statute law of the United States, the statute
law of Georgia and of the other states, English Statutes, the
leading law reviews and periodicals, and a comprehensive collection of valuable text books and legal literature.
Many books contained in the Ilibrary are gifts of friends
and alumni of the Law School.
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DORMITORY
The south-east wing of Milledge Hall has been set aside for
law students. This dormitory is a new, fireproof building,
facing the War Memorial Hall and affords the law students
superior accommodation within a few minutes walk of the IJaw
Building. A spacious living room in Milledge Hall has been
especially furnished for the law students and a working library
for their use has been placed in another room so that they may
at all hours have access to the repositories of the law.

ADMISSION OF STUDENTS
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
An applicant for admission to the Law School as a candidate
for the degree of bachelor of laws must present satisfactory
evidence of the fact that he is a graduate of a college of approved standing or that he has satisfactorily completed at least
two years of regular residence work at such a college constituting not less than one-half of the work acceptable for a bachelor's degree granted on the basis of a four-year period of
study. Courses in military science or physical education and
courses without intellectual content of substantial value will
not be considered by the Law School in determining whether
an applicant has completed one-half of the work required for
a bachelor's degree.
The Law School admits both men and women students as
candidates for degrees.
COMBINED COURSES
A student who has completed three years of work in the College of Arts and Sciences or in the School of Commerce may
substitute the first year of work of the Law School for his senior
work and thus at the end of his fourth year of study receive
the degree of bachelor of arts, bachelor of science or bachelor
of science in Commerce. On the successful completion of the
two remaining years of work in the Law School he will be entitled to receive the degree of bachelor of laws. A student may
in this manner receive in six years both the academic and law
degrees.

12
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ADVANCED STANDING
The Dean may, in his discretion, give full credit for work
done in other law schools which are members of the Association of American Law Schools. Under no circumstances, however, will advanced credit be given for more than two years
of work. The last year of work on the basis of which a degree
is granted must be taken in this Law School.
DIREC'fIONS

TO APPLICANTS FOR ADMISSION

Every applicant for admission to the Law School must present to the Dean a complete transcript of his college work.
The matter of registration will be simplified if this transcript
is sent to the Law School several days in advance of the opening of the session which the applicant expects to attend. Such
transcript may be procured from the registrar of the college
or university at which the student's pre-legal work was done.
An application blank will be found on the last page of this
bulletin. It is suggested that applicants make use of this form.
An applicant for admission to advanced standing should in
addition to a transcript of his pre-legal work present a transscript of the law school work which he has done.

REQUIREMENTS

FOR DEGREES

The degree offered by the Law School is that of bachelor
of laws. In order to receive this degree, a student must have
completed not less than 120 quarter hours of work with a
weighted average of at least a minimum C.
Second year students must, and third year students may, if
they so desire, earn one quarter hour of credit towards the
requirements for the degree by registering for and completing
an essay on a legal topic to be selected with the approval of a
member of the faculty. Every essay must be submitted on or
before April 10, must represent a minimum of forty hours work,
and must be approved by three members of the Faculty.
No student may receive a degree without the favorable recommendation of the Faculty and this may be withheld for satisfactory cause although the required work has been completed.
The 120 quarter hours of work on the basis of which a degree
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is granted must include all the work of the first year, with the
exception of Family Relations. The following courses in the
work of the second and third years are required: Constitutional
Law, Equity, Evidence, Georgia Practice, Practice Court, and
Propery II. The course in Legal Accounting is required of all
second year students except those excused by action of the
Faculty.
In order to receive a degree, a student must satisfy not only
the requirements specified above but, unless admitted with advanced standing, must have been in attendance at the Law
School for nine full quarters. In all cases the work of the
three quarters immediately preceding the granting of a degree
must be completed in this School.
A student who attends a full summer session is credited with
one quarter of residence toward the degree requirements.
Candidates for degrees are required to be present in person
when degrees are conferred.
The Faculty of the Law School will, in its discretion, recognize unusual scholastic attainments of genuine distinction by
awarding the degree of bachelor of laws summa cum la1tde or
cum la1lde.

ADMINISTRATIVE

REGULATIONS

The general regulations and requirements relating to the
University as a whole apply to students in the Law School except in so far as they may have been modified or changed by
the Faculty of the Law School with the approval of the President of the University. Students in the Law School will be
advised of such changes as may be made from time to time.
REGISTRATION
Students may enter the Law School at the beginning of any
one of the four quarters. It is advisable, however, for them
to enter at the beginning of the Fall Quarter in September
rather than at the beginning of other quarters.
A service fee of $2.00 will be collected from all students who,
in any quarter for any reason, complete registration after the
official registration days.
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A student is entitled to be registered as a second year student when he has satisfactorily completed not less than thirty
quarter hours of his first year's work.
A student is entitled to be registered as a third year student
when he has .satisfactorily completed not less than seventy-five
quarter hours of work which must include all first year required subjects.
No student may, without special permission of the Dean,
register for less than thirteen hours of work per week in any
quarter or take for credit more than sixteen hours of work.
The courses of study in the Law School are designed to occupy the full time of students and no student in the Law
School may, without special permission of the Dean, take courses
in other schools or departments of the University.
AUDITORS
A student who wishes to attend lectures in a course but who
does not wish to take the examination may register as an auditor
in that course. A student's record card will indicate the lectures which he attended as an auditor but no credit toward a
degree will be given for work so taken.
ATTENDANCE
The right to take the examinations, as well as the privilege
of continuing one's member!:1hipin the· School, is conditioned
upon regular attendance at classes and the other exercises of
the School. A student who during a quarter incurs in any
course a number of absences in excess of double the number of
times which that course meets per week will be excluded auto~
matically from the examination in that course, and only in
exceptional cases will the student be permitted by the Facult)'
of the Law School to take the examination.
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EXAMINATION AND GRADING SYSTEM
·Written examinations are given upon the completion of the
various courses offered in the School.
The work of each student is graded as follows:
A
B+
B
C+
C
D+
D

Excellent (90-100).
Very good (85-89).
Good (80-84).
Average (75-79).
Satisfactory (70-74).
Passing (65-69).
Barely Passing (60-64).

Other marks are in use to indicate varying grades of work
not passing. They are:
F-(Failure).
This grade may be converted into a higher
grade only by repeating the work in the course.
I-(Incomplete) .
W-Withdrawn from the course by permission with no grade
assigned.
"\VF-Indicates a course from which the student withdrew
by permission while doing unsatisfactory work.
This grade
carries the F value.
N-Indicates that the student withdrew from the course wit.hOltt permission or was excluded by the Dean for excessive absences.
EXCLUSION OF STUDENTS

J

A student who, at the end of his first three quarters, or at the
end of any quarter thereafter, does not have a grade of D or
better on at least two-thirds of the total number of quarter
hours for which he has registered since entering the Law School
or who, at the end of his first three quarters, or at the end of
:my quarter thereafter does not have a weighted average grade
of the minimum C on all work taken by him since entering
the Law School, shall not be entitled to continue in attendance
except by special permission of the Dean and upon such showing and such conditions as the Dean may require. This permission will be granted only in unusual cases.

GENERAL

INFORMATION
FEES

Students in the Law School who are residents of the State
of Georgia are required to pay each year (three quarters) a
matriculation fee of $180.00.
Students whose homes are not within the State of Georgia
are required to pay each year a matriculation fee of $312.00.
A limited number of scholarships are available to non-resident
students on the basis of academic record and financial need.
'rhese scholarships are in the amount of $132.00, the non-resident
fee.
In the cases of both resident and non-resident students
matrciulation fees may be paid in quarterly installments.
A student receiving a degree from the School is charged a
diploma fee of $5.00.
All rates, including matriculation fees, room, and board, arc
subject to revision at the beginning of any quarter.

EXPENSES
The cost of new law books will average, through the three
years, about $40.00 per year. Second-hand books may be had
at less cost.
Room in Milledge HaU, the Law School dormitory, may be
rented by law students at moderate cost. These rooms are supplied with beds, tables, and chairs. 'l'he students must furnish
pillows and linen. If a dormitory room is desired, application
should be made as early as possible to the Supervisor of Dormitories and Dining Halls of the University.
Good table board can be obtained at the Denmark Dining
Hall for approximately $18.00 per month.
If a student prefers he may obtain board and lodging in a
private home or boarding house at prices ranging from $25.00
per month upwards.
Inc.idental expenses are entirely within the control of the
student and cannot be regulated by the University.
[ 16 ]
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LOAN FUNDS
The University has a Brown Fund, a Lumpkin Fund, and
other funds from which loans may be made to students. Law
students may apply for these loans on the same basis as other
students. Those who desire information regarding loans from
these funds should write to the Personnel Officer, The University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
The Georgia Bar Association has a fund from which loans
can be made to a limited number of deserving students standing in need of financial assistance. Information regarding
loans from this source can be obtained from the Dean of the
Law School.
Mrs. Nettie Elsas Phillips has created a fund of $5,000 in
memory of her husband, Benjamin Z. Phillips, a loyal alumnus
of the School. The annual income of this fund is available for
loans to students in the Law School. Applications for loans
from this source should be made to the Faculty of the Law
School.
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SELF-HELP

A number of students find it possible to earn part of the
money necessary to pay their expenses. Those who desire information concerning opportunities for self-help should write
to the Personnel Officer, The University of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia.
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
There is located on the University campus a strong and active
Voluntary Religious Association which does much to serve the
spiritual needs of the students and to provide for them wholesome social contacts.
Religious services are regularly conducted in the Chapel.
Students of the University will also receive a warm welcome
at any of the various churches in Athens.
FRA TERNITIES
There are located at the University chapters of a number of
the leading social fraternities of the country. Law students
are eligible for membership in these fraternities. In the Law
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School are chapters of the Phi Delta Phi and Sigma Dclta
Kappa legal fraternities.
Students of the Law School are
also eligible for membership in the local chapters of Phi Beta
Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi.
LITERARY SOCIETIES
Students in the Law School are eligible for membership in
the two literary societies of the University, Demosthenian and
Phi Kappa. The former society has been functioning continuously since 1801 and the latter since 1820. Regular weekly
meetings are held at which students have an opportunity to
take part in public speaking and debating. The training derived from work done in these societies is of particular value
to those preparing themselves for careers at the bar.
PRIZES
THE HARRISON
PRIZE. The Harrison Company, law book
publishers of Atlanta, offers as a prize to that member of the
graduating class who makes the highest average during his
senior year a set of Van Epps-Akin-Stevens-Gillen's IndexDigest of the Georgia Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
Reports and 1935 Supplement, consisting of 12 Volumes, or
Michie's Encyclopedic Georgia Digest with the 1935 Supplement consisting of 29 Volumes.
NATHANBURKANMEMORIAL
COMPETITION.The American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers annually offers
a cash award of $100.00 to that student of the graduating class
who submits the best paper on "Copyright Law."
THE REDFEARN
PRIZE. Mr. D. H. Redfearn of the Miami bar
offers a prize of $50.00 to the student writing the best article
on "Suggested Changes in the Remedial Laws of Georgia."
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SUMMER QUARTER
For full information write to the Dean of the School of Law,
The University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FIRST YEAR
BUSINESS

ORGANIZATIONS

I

Five hours, Winter Quarter
This course deals with the various forms of business organizations
recognized in American law, other than private corporations.
It is
principally concerned, however, with the agency and partnership relationships, and, as such covers the powers, duties, rights and liabilities of principal and agent inter se and as to third persons.
MR. SELLERS
Casebook to be announced.
CONTRACTS I AND CONTRACTS II
Four hours, Fall Quarter
Five hours, Winter Quarter
An introduction, to the law of legally enforceable promises including offers and their acceptance; duration and termination of offers;
consideration;
requisites of contracts under seal; parties affected by
contracts;
parol evidence rule; Statute of Fraud; performance of
contracts; effect of illegality.
MR. HOSCH
Williston's Cases on Contracts (4th edition).
CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE
Five hours, Fall Quarter
A study of the criminal law, both common and statutory, including
the historical development of this branch of law as well as the analysis
of the necessary elements of crimes, and the consideration of the
principal classes of crimes; procedure in criminal cases.
MR. MCWHORTER
Harno's Cases and Materials on Criminal Law and Procedure.
FAMILY RELATIONS
Four hours, Spring Quarter
This course deals with certain important aspects of family law
including contracts to marry; marriage; annulment;
separation and
divorce; the relations of husband and wife, and parent and child,
with reference to property, support, alimony and custody; illegitimacy;
adoption; guardian and ward; infancy.
MR. SPRUILL
Casebook to be announced.
INTRODUCTION TO THE
PROFESSION

STUDY OF LAW AND THE

LEGAL

One hour, Fall Quarter
One hour, Winter Quarter
One hour, Spring Quarter
Lectures and practice in the use of law books and legal investigation. Lectures on characteristics of the Anglo-American legal systems,
professional organization, and legal ethics.
MR. CALDWELL,
MR. HOSCHand MR. SPRUILL
Law Books and Their Use (6th edition), and Cheatham's Cases and
Materials

on the Legal Profession.
[ 20 ]
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PLEADING AND PRACTICE
Five hours, Fall Quarter
This is an introductory course on procedure in actions at law. It
deals with the rules of pleading at common law and the influence of
those rules on practice under codes of civil procedure.
MR. SPRUILL

Keigwin's Cases in Common Law Pleading

(2nd edition).

PROPERTY I
Actual and constructive
rights based on possession;
and adverse possession of
chattels; various methods
liens and pledges; fixtures;
land.

Five hours, Spring Quarter
possession of real and personal property;
liabilities based upon possession; disseisin
land; disseisin and adverse possession of
of acquiring title to personal property;
some rights incident to the ownership of
MR. MCWHORTER

Warren's

Cases on Property

(2nd edition).

TORTS I AND TORTS II
Three hours, Winter Quarter
Four hours, Spring Quarter
A general treatment of the principles underlying the lawf:i of civil
liability for conduct causing damage to others. Assault, battery, and
false imprisonment;
negligence as a basis for liability; contributory
negligence as a defense; injuries by animals; dangerous use of land;
violation of statutory duties as a basis of civil liability; deceit; malicious prosecution;
libel and slander; invasion of the rights of
privacy; interference with advantageous relations; proximate causation; justification and excuse.
MR. SHINN

Bohlen's Cases on Torts

(3rd edition).

SECOND YEAR
ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW·

Four hours,
Administrative power and action and its control by
tion of administrative
officials and their power to
action; hearings before administrative
boards; legal
relief against administrative action; finality of orders
tive boards. Thesis required.

Winter Quarter
courts; discretake summary
and equitable
of administra-

Frankfurter
and Davison's Cases on Administ1'ative~
tion) .
'" Registration open to third year students.

Law

MR. SELLERS

(2nd edi-

BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS II'"
Five hours, Winter Quarter
The formation of private corporations; their powers and liabilities;
problems of defective organization and of ultra vires acts; the powers
and liabilities of promoters and directors; the rights of stockholders
and creditors and remedies available for their enforcement; the reorganization and dissolution of corporations.
MR. SPRUII,L

Richards' Cases on Corporations
(3rd edition).
'" Registration open to third year students.
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Four hours, Fall Quarter
Written constitutions and their amendment; power to declare laws
unconstitutional;
separation of powers; delegations of legislative power; limitations on legislative powers of State and Federal Governments; due process of law; police power; civil rights and their protection; protection afforded to contracts and property.
MR. SHIXX

Dodd's Cases on Constitutional

Law

(2nd edition).

EQUITY I AND EQUITY II
Five hours, Winter Quarter
Three hours, Spring Quarter
The nature of equity jurisdiction, the history of equity jurisprudence; powers of courts of equity; specific performance of contracts;
subject-matter of the contract; affirmative and negative contracts; contracts for arbitration and appraisal; damages in addition to or in lieu
of specific performance;
equitable servitudes;
consequences of the
right to specific performance; partial performance with compensation;
marketable titles; the statute of frauds; plaintiff's default or laches as
a bar to relief; certain discretionary
defenses to specific performance; lack of mutuality as a bar to relief.
MR. MCWHORTER

Chaffee and Simpson's Cases on EqUity.
EVIDENCE
Five hours, Fall Quarter
Judicial notice; examination
of witnesses; competency and privileges of witnesses; relevancy; direct and circumstantial
evidence;
illegal obtainment;
opinion evidence; hearsay; authentication
and
production of writings; interpretative
evidence; functions of judge
and jury; burden of proof; presumptions.
MIl. GREEN

Morgan and Maguire's Cases, on Evidence.
GEORGIA PRACTICE
Four hours, Spring Quarter
The Georgia judicial system and jurisdiction of the various trial
courts; remedies; pleading, practice and procedure in Georgia courts.
MR. BRADWELL

Selected Materials.
INSURANCE
Three hours, Winter Quarter
General principles of insurance law, emphasizing life and fire, but
considering also accident, marine, and guaranty insurance.
Making
and construction
of the contract;
insurable interest; concealment;
misrepresentation;
warranties;
waiver; estoppel; power of agents;
measure of recovery; rights of assignees and beneficiaries.
MR. GREEN

Vance's Cases on Insurance

(2nd edition).

LEGAL ACCOUNTING
Three hours, Winter Quarter
Principles of accounting, with emphasis on the corporation, including problems of capital, profits, valuation, insolvency, and the analysis
of financial statements.
Intended especially to provide an account-
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ing background for courses in Business Units, Taxation,
Estates for students who have had no previous training
ing.

Trusts, and
in account-

MR. HECKMAN.

Graham
terials.

and Katz Accounting

in

Law

Practice

and Selected Ma-

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Four hours, Spring Quarter
The law of bills, notes and checks prior to the adoption of the
Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law; the effect of this Act.
MR. GREEN

Smith and Moore's Oases on Bills and Notes (3rd editiou).
PROPERTY II
Five hours, Fall Quarter
Tenure; estates in land; common law conveyancing; covenants for
title; delivery and acceptance of deeds; after-acquired titles; rents;
covenants running with the land; waste; creation of easements or
profits by express grant and by implication; licenses.
MR. MCWHORTER

Warren's

Oases on Property

(2nd edition).

PUBLIC CORPORATIONS*
Three hours, Spring Quarter
The history and development of public corporations; their nature,
creation, classification, liabilities, powers and duties; municipal corporations, their creation, alteration, dissolution, powers and duties,
and actions by and against; quasi-public corporations, their nature,
regulation and control.
MR. SELLERS

Casebook to be announced.
* Registration open to third year students.
SALES*
Three hours, Spring Quarter
This course deals with executory and executed contracts for the
sale of personal property and with the rights aud remedies of buyers and sellers under the common law and Uniform Sales Act and
in the State of Georgia.
MR. SPRUIILL

Woodward's Oases on Sales (3rd edition).
* Registration open to third year students.

THIRD YEAR
BANKRUPTCY
Three hours, Spring Quarter
Jurisdiction of the United States and the several states; who may
be a bankrupt; who may be petitioning creditors; acts of bankruptcy;
what property passes to the trustee; provable claims; duties and
powers of the bankrupt and his trustee; protection, exemption and
discharge; compositions, extensions and reorganizations.
MR. GREEN

Holbrook and Aigler's Oases on Bankmptcy

(4th edition).
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CONFLICT OF LAWS
Four hours, Spring Quarter
Jurisdiction
over persons and things; domicile as a basis of personal jurisdiction;
law governing the creation of personal and property rights; the recognition and enforcement by one state of rights
created by the laws of another state, including questions arising out
of capacity, marriage, legitimacy, and inheritance; the nature and effect of judgments and decrees, and their enforcement outside the
jurisdiction where rendered.
MR. HOSCH

Beale's Oases on Oonflict' of Laws

(2nd edition).

DAMAGES
Three hours, Spring Quarter
Nominal and exemplary damages; compensatory damages; direct
and consequential damages in tort and contract cases; aggravation and
mitigation of damages; liquidated damages; value; interest; counsel
fees and other expenses of litigation; non-pecuniary losses; entirety
of recovery; damages in specific actions.
McCormick's Oases on Damages.

MR. SELLERS

EQUITY III
Two hours, Spring Quarter
Interpleader; bills of peace; bills quia timet for the cancellation and
surrender of contracts; removal of cloud on title; declaratory judgments.
Casebook to be announced.
FEDERAL

PROCEDURE

Three hours, Fall Quarter
Nature, source and extent of the Federal jUdicial power. Original,
removal and appellate jurisdiction and procedure in law and equity
in the Federal Courts.
State laws as rules of decision.
Practice
under the Conformity Act.
Casebook to be announced.

MR. SELLERS

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF BUSINESS
Four hours, Fall Quarter
In this course a study is made of contracts and combinations in
restraint of trade, the Sherman anti-trust act, trade marks and trade
names,_ regulation of advertising, appropriation of competitor's trade
values· and the misrepresentation
of his product, resale price fixing,
tying agreements. and national legiSlation against price discrimination.
Casebook to be announced.

MR. SIIINX

LABOR LAW
Three hours, Winter Quarter
History of the labor movement; interference with advantageous
relations;
inducing breach of contract, termination
of relationship
and legislative regulation of anti-union contracts. Conduct of a striker,
and the right to strike.
Federal intervention in labor controversies
including operation of National Labor Relations Board.
~andis' Oases on Labor Law.
Not offered in regular session 1940-1941.

MR.

SHINN
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PRACTICE COURT
One hour, Fall Quarter
One hour, Winter Quarter
One hour, Spring Quarter
A course in practice to acquaint students with actual practice in
both trial and appellate courts.
Students are required to prepare
pleadings, issue process, file and docket suits, argue cases before
court and jury, prepare verdicts, judgments, motions for new trial
and bills of exception.
MR. BRADWELL
PREPARATION

AND EXAMINATION OF ABSTRACTS OF TITLE

Two hours, Winter Quarter
The main purpose of this course is to afford students an opportunity
to receive practical experience in preparing abstracts to real property
titles. Preliminary to the practical work, there will be a brief study
of the various estates in land, and how, and by what instruments they
are created; and also a stUdy of recordation statutes, inCluding the
scope and effect of such statutes, and the effectiveness of record.
Not offered in regular

MR. MCWHORTER

session 1940-1941.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Four hours, Fall Quarter
Consideration of the evolution of the public utility concept, and of
its present-day scope in American law. Especial attention is given
to problems of valuation and rate-control and to the regulation of
public utilities by administrative
commissions both State and Federal.
Robinson's

Oases on Public

Utilities

(2nd edition).

QUASI CONTRACTS AND EQUITABLE
TAKE

RELIEF

MR. SELLERS
AGAINST

MIS-

Three hours, Fall Quarter
This course involves a stUdy of the legal consequences of various
types of defect in the formation and in the performance of contracts
with special emphasis on available remedies, legal and equitable, contractual and quasi contractual.
It deals with the right to the restitution of benefits conferred under mistake both of fact and of law.
Patterson's

Oases on Oontracts II, Volume II.

MR. SPRUILL

SECURITY TRANSACTIONS
Four hours, Winter Quarter
This course deals with the problems which arise in connection with
the subjects of suretyship and real estate and chattel mortgages. The
following are among the many subjects discussed: creation of suretyShip relation; surety's rights against the principal debtor; defenses
of the survey; the subject of security interests in land; the creation
of land security devices; priorities;
aSSignment and enforcement of
real estate security; real estate finance; pledges; conditional sales.
Mimeographed

Materials.

Mn. GREEN
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TAXATION
A consideration
come taxes.

of personal,

property,

Three hours, Fall Quarter
excise, inheritance and inMR. GREEN

Casebook to be announced.
TRUSTS AND ESTATES I AND II
Four hours, Winter Quarter
Four hours, Spring Quarter
The work in Trusts and Estates I covers the creation and elements
of a trust, charitable trusts, resulting and constructive trusts, administration and termination of trusts, the transfer of the beneficial interest and liabilities to third parties.
In part II a study is made of the making, execution, revocation,
re-publication and probate of wills and the administration of estates.
In both parts I and II attention is given to future interests problems
which naturally arise from wills and trusts cases, such as estates
created by expressed and implied limitations, expectant estates, the
rule against perpetuities, powers, and the rule in Shelley's case.
MR.

SHINN

Scott's Oases on Trusts, and Selected Materials in Wills and Estates.
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DEGREES AWARDED IN 1939
JUNE
BACHELOR OF LAWS
ALTlIlAN,

SoL

BARROW, JAMES,

Jl~.

BAXTER, HARRY STEVENS
CAIN, ANDREW WASHINGTON,
COOLIDGE, HERMANN

JR.

WILLIAM

COVINGTON, HAROLD DEAN
DAVIS, JOHN WILLIAM
FIELD,

JERE

FRANKLIN,
HAWKINS,

O~IER WHITE,
WILLIA~I

HENDERSON, WILLIAM
JENKINS,

JOlIN

JR.

COLBERT
McLENDON

ABNER

KIRBO, CHARLES HUGHES
LUKE,

DAVID PICKETT,

JR.

OLIVER, GEORGE EDWARD
PAGE, WILLIAM
PARKER,

•

MARIOK

ALTON

BROOKS

PATTERSON, WILLIAM

JACKSON

PRESTON, BENJAC\IIN SPOTTSWOOD, JR.
QUINN,

DAVID MONROE, JR.

SELL, EDWARD SCOTT, JR.
SINGER, SOL •
SlIIITH,

WILLIAM

EVANS

•

SULLIVAN, GORDON LEE .
TAYLOR, CARLISLE COPELAKD
TIDWELL,

GEORGE HENRY

VERDEL, THOMAS HEARNE, JR.
WALKER,

DAVID SUTHERLAND SL'i'CLAIR

W ATSOK, YOUNG LEONARD, II
WILLIAMS,

CARL FELTON

Brunswick
Athens
Ashburn
Dahlonega
Isle of Hope
Rome
Rome
Monroe
Valdosta
Monroe
Clarkston
Atlanta
Bainbridge
Camilla
Savannah
Columbus
Carrollton
Savannah
Charleston, W. Va.
Indianola, Miss.
Athens
Unadilla
Americus
Rome
Atlanta
Clarkston
Gracewood
Griffin
Quincy, Fla.
Cordele

AUGUST
CLARY,

HORACE

Chickamauga
Columbus
Dupo, Ill.
White Plains
Nicholls

THURSTOK

LAND, JOHN HENRY

•

PLUMMER, CIIARLES ELLIS
TAPPAN, FRED ALLEN, JR.
WALDROUP, JAMES

WOODROW
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REGISTER 0]' STUDENTS, 1939-1940
THIRD YEAR STUDENTS
ADA:\IS, RONALD FLETCHER
BAKER,

COMPTON OTIS •

BRADBURY, MALCO:\I JARRETT
CRAIG, NEWTON •
CROWE, VICTOR STEVE •
CuaTIS,

JAMES

DEWAR,

ROBERT YOUNG

DUNN,

JACK

WOODROW

MILLARD

HEARD, ROBERT MIDDLETON
HEGGIE, NORMAN MACLEOD, JR.
HESTER,

EDWARD MONROE

JOHNSON, WILLIAM
LANG, MARY ANNE

HAlIUIOND,

JR.

LANGDALE, JOHN WESLEY
LEVY, RALPH

VICTOR

LEWIS,

WALKER

MILES

LUCAS, BENJA1tUN
MATHEWS,

.

DEAN, JR .•

BYRON HENLEY,

JR .

MCLARTY, ROBERT ALEXANDER, JR.
NEWSOM, THOMAS REED •
NORRIS, WILLIAM FRANKLIN,
POPPER, HARRY, JR .•
PRICE,

ISMA

SHAW,

GEORGE PAUL

SHEFFIELD,
SOLMS,

LEE,

JR •

FRANCIS

JAlIIES

•
PHILLIP

FREDERICK

SOUTHERLAND, EDWIN
STEBBINS,

CHARLES

WILLLIAMS

CLAYTON, JR.

SWEAT, FORREST WALKER
SWEAT,

FRED

JR .•

•

CARLTON

WALLACE, ROY

WILLIAM,

JR.

Hortense
Macon
Bogart
.Atlanta
Athens
Toccoa
Valdosta
Morgan
Elberton
Athens
Savannah
Gainesville
Cumming
Valdosta
. Evans
Greensboro
Chesterfield, S. C.
. Atlanta
. Hephzibah
Union Point
. Newton
Macon
Swainsboro
. LaFayette
Cedar Springs
Savannah
. Athens
Townsend
Blackshear
Waycross
RUtledge

SECOND YEAR STUDENTS
ADA:\IS,

THO:\IAS

HAMILTON

BARNES,

MARSHALL

BRANCH,

JAMES

IRELAND

ALEXANDER, JR •

BROWN, MILTON FRANK, JR.
CARMICHAEL,
CLEVELAND, A.
CRENSHAW,

JAMES
G.,

JR.

WILLIAlII

CUMMING, JAMES

P .• JR.

LoWEU ••
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Savannah
Bardstown, Ky.
. Atlanta
Thomson
Swainsboro
Valdosta
Atlanta
Cordele
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DORSEY, CAM
ERWIN,

U~IVERSITY

DAWSON,

JR.

HOWELL COBB, JR.

GIRTMAN,

JAMES

D.,

JR.

GLASGOW, WARREN WHITE
GRACE,

MARK

HARDIN,

•

ELGIN

HARVARD, WILLIAM
JOHNSTON,

HENRY

VIRGIL,

JR.

DEERING

JORDAN, ROBERT HENRY
KAPLAN, KUSIEL
KING, MITCHELL CAIIIPBELL, JR.
KNIGHT,

JACK

LOTT, ARTHUR

BERNARD, JR.

MANN, MARY DOBY
POPPKE,

WILLIAM

RANDOLPH, JR.

STBODE, FRANK AUGUSTUS
WILSON,

SARA CATHERINE

WRIGHT,

AIKEN

Woodville
Atlanta
Athens
Coral Gables, Fla.
Tyrone, Penn.
Lyons
Dalton
Vienna
Valdosta
Talbotton
Uvalda
Atlanta
Nashville
Waycross
McRae
Maplewood, N. J.
New York City
Waycross
Rome

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
ATKINSON,

DAVID SCARLETT, JR.

BOLLING, WALTER

HARRISON

CAMPBELL, DOUGLAS McBRAER
CARNEVALI, SANTI
CHAFFIN,

.

L.

VERNER FRANKLIN

COOPER, JACOB MAX
COURTNEY, JOHN GEORGE, JR.
DUMESTRE,

JOHN

B.

DURDEN, HOMER
EDWARDS, RUFE

SYLI'ESTER, JR,
DORSEY •

GARY, ALBERT YON KA:llP
GRACEY, ROBERT BRIGHT
GREENE, HORTON JULIAN
GUNTER,

WILLIAM

HAMMACK,
HASKINS,

BARRETT

WILLIAlII

DAVIS,

SIDNEY

HERZBERG, MORRIS MONRm;
HOLLIS,

HOWELL •

HUDGINS, JULIAN

BURIIEU.

JONES, BENSON MONROE
JONES,

GORDON .

LEE, LANSING BURROWS, JR.
MANGLEBURG, LACY FLEMING
MASSEY, JOHN
MOZLEY, HI,
McDONALD,

MORGAN

JR.
EDWIN

DAVID

JR.

Savannah
Athens
Athens
White Plains, N. Y.
Toccoa
Savannah
Atlanta
Avondale Estates
Swainsboro
Jacksonville, Fla.
Augusta
Augusta
Calhoun
Commerce
Cuthbert
Macon
Atlanta
Columbus
Flowery Branch
Dallas
Atlanta
Augusta
Athens
Athens
Marietta
Fitzgerald
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NEWKIRK, BRYAN W., III
NORMAN, ROBERT CLAUDE

31
Coral

PASCHALL, CHARLES MARSHALL,
POTTLE, J A:\IES ROBER"!'
RAY, WALTER WALLACE
SMITH,
HOKE
SOLO:\WN, FRANK E.
SPALDING, HUGHES, JR.
STEPHENS, ROBERT GRIER, JR.
TRIPP, MANNING WALL

JR.

VANDIVER, SAMUEL ERNEST, JR.
VL'!CENT, GEORGE HAMRICK
"\VILLIA:\!S, WALTER WAYNt;
ZEIGLER, ROBERT FRITZ, JR.

SUMMER

Macon

QUARTER

ALEXANDER, J. T.
BAKER, CO!.IPTON OTIS
BOLLING, WALTER HARRISON
BRADBURY, MALCO:\I JARRETT
CLARY, HORACE THURSTON •
CRAIG, NEWTON .
DAnSON,
ROBERT MCWHORTER
DAVISON, RUSSELL C., JR.
DEWAR, ROBERT YOUNG
DYKES, JACOB NICHOLSON,
ERWIN,' HOWELL COBB, JR.
FERRELL, MILTON M.
GLASGOW, "\VAMEN WHITE
GLENN, JERRY H.

JR.

HEGGIE, NOR:\IAN: MACLEOD, JR.
HESTER, EDWARD MONROE
HOLLOWAY, MURPHY
JACKSON, CECIL H.

McNEILL,

JOHNSON, BENJAMIN
KNIGHT,
JACK

F.,

JR.

LAND, JOHN HENRY
LANG, MARY ANNE .
LILLY, Roy
M.
LIMEHOUSE, CARLYLE W ALKElt
LOT'I', ARTHUR BERNARD, JR.
LUCAS, BENJA!.IIN DEAN, JR.
MINCEY, DAVID LAFAYET'lE
PLUl\UIER, CHARLES ELLIS .
POPPER, HARRY, JR ..
POPPKE, WIlLIAM

Gables,
Fla.
Washington
Atlanta
College
Park
Arlington
Atlanta
Miami,
Fla.
Atlanta
Athens
Eastman
Lavonia
Fairmount
Carrollton

RANDOLPH, JR.

JR.

STUDENTS,

1939
Reidsville
Macon
Athens
Bogart
Chickamauga
Atlanta
Woodville
Columbus
Valdosta
Atlanta
Athens
Macon
Tyrone,
Penn.
Little
Rock,
Ark.
Athens
Savannah
Ormond,
Fla.
Franklin
Atlanta
Nashville
Columbus
Cumming
Quitman
Orangeburg,
S. C.
Waycross
Chesterfield,
S. C.
Warthen
Dupo,
Ill.
Macon
Maplewood,
N. J.
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Cedar Springs
Atlanta
Townsend
. Athens
New York City
White Plains
Nicholls
Cairo
Ella ville

STEBBINS, CHARLES CLAYTON, JII.
STEPHENS, ROBERT GRIER, JR •
STRODE, FRANK AUGUSTUS •
TAPPAN, FRED ALLEN, JR.
WALDROUP, JAMES

WOODROW

WEATHERS, ARTHUR K..
WILLIAMS,

SCOTT ROGERS

•
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APPLICATION

FOR ADMISSION

I hereby apply for admission to the School of Law, The University
of Georgia, upon the fOllowing scholastic record:
I attended

_
(High School or Preparatory

I graduated

School)

from same

_

or
I received from same

Carnegie credits.

Upon the above record I was admitted to

_
(College or University)

I have to my credi t at

_
(College or University)

--------------------------------------------------{ ~~;~~~r hours which constitute

at least

one-half of the required hours toward my bachelor's degree in said
college or university the total hours required for the bachelor's degree being

~ i:~~~~~r hours
~ year

I attach hereto (or will request the Registrar of the above named
college or university to furnish) a complete transcript of my high
school or preparatory school credits, and the: college credits received
towards my bachelor's degree.

Date

Signa t ure

_

Street Address

_

City an d State

_

m

_

